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JK Group plays a central role in the digital textile market and is a point of reference 

for the development, production and sale of dye-sublimation inks. The endless 

attention to innovation along with vanguard technologies and capable technical 

know-how drive JK Group’ actions in the markets.

JK Group operates worldwide through 3 commercial brands, designing advanced 

printing solutions matching the present and future expectations of the digital 

printing Industry.

Since its foundation in the Como district, Kiian Digital (one of JK Group’s commercial 

brands) has designed and crafted digital inks for the textile industry. Thanks to its 

attitude to put forward radical innovation, it has been able to respond to the digital 

printing challenges, becoming a benchmark. Kiian Digital has moved its passion for 

“high quality” in its product portfolio: dye-sub, disperse, pigment and reactive inks 

designed for the Industrial textile market.

JK GROUP PIGMENT
Inks
The technology of pigment inks with textile binder is based on 
the properties of the pigments to have excellent light fastness as 
well as the property of the textile binder to perfectly adhere to 
the fabric giving to pigments a good resistance to water and to 
home laundering at low temperatures. 
Inks are applied through direct inkjet printing on fabrics.

Water-based disperse dye inks are developed for direct printing 
onto synthetic fabrics in polyester and polyester blend. Fabric 
pre-treatment is recommended for high quality printing and 
correct fixation. It is advisable to follow the recommended 
fixation conditions to ensure colour development and fixation 
on the fabric. Prints made with disperse dye inks boast high 
fastnesses and good outdoor exposure duration.

PRINTING 
PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, 
FLAG & BANNER

DIGITAL WATER 
BASED INKS

PRINTING 
FASHION ACCESSORIES, 
HOME TEXTILE AND 
CURTAINS

DISPERSE DYE
Inks



Chemical Nature    

Pigment 

Where  
Textile direct printing onto natural 
and synthetic fabrics

Digital 
PIGMENT Inks

Features
Very intense and bright colors

Excellent printability

Very soft touch

Excellent light fastness

Good washing and water resistance

Printable onto a wide range of fabrics

Eco-friendly product 

Waterless Technology

Technical 
Information

Very wide colour gamut 

Digistar K-CHOICEDigistar TEX-R

Excellent open time

Printheads
Kyocera 

KyoceraRicoh

Printheads
Ricoh 

Packaging 5 kgPackaging 5 kg

Green Blue Grey

Magenta
Plus Red Orange Violet

Colors within the range Colors within the range

CMYK
*K Plus

*CMYK
*K Plus



Printing 
Process Why to print with 

pigment inks 
Pigment inks create a physical, non-chemical, bond with the 
fibre and, therefore, they can be used on a wide variety of 
fabrics, including mixed fibres. From a printing point of view, 
the pigment application process is simpler, allowing printing 
on different fibres with the same technology, optimizing and 
improving the entire production process and reducing waste 
and water consumption.

Digital 
PIGMENT 
INKS

DIRECT PRINTING

THERMOFIXING

          The pigment ink has been developed for direct printing. 
It is recommended to let the product reach operative conditions in 
terms of temperature and humidity at least 24 hours prior to use, 
taking care not to stir it. 

        This process can be carried out through different techniques:

IN-LINE HEAT FIXING (with resistance) 

CALENDER FIXING   

TEXTILE OVEN FIXING  

A correct thermofixing is essential to let the ink definitively anchor to 
the fabric, in order to get the best general fastness results.
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PRE-TREATMENT (NON-BINDING) 
        The pre-treatment of the fabric for the pigment printing is 
not mandatory but is aimed at improving the sharpness of the 
prints, increasing the definition of the details and the washing 
fastness.
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#Promotionalitems

#Interiordecoration

      The use of appropriate auxiliaries, after the inkjet printing, 
through a foulard machine, can give higher general fastnesses to 
the printings and/or a higher colour brightness and saturation.
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POST-TREATMENT (NON-BINDING)



Water-based 
DISPERSE DYE Inks

Printheads
Kyocera KJ4B 300-600 dpi 

Very wide colour gamut

#Syntheticfibres

Digistar BRAVO

Kyocera
CMYKi

#Directprinting

Deep 
Black
HLF

Orange i

Blue

Red

Violet R

Grey

Grey i

#KYOCERA
Compatible with

 KJ4B- 300/600dpi
printheads

#Brightcolors

Light

C M

Chemical Nature    

Disperse 

Where  
Direct textile printing onto synthetic 
fibres (polyester)

Technical 
Information

Features
Extremely vivid and bright colors

Great outlines definition

Quick printing drying 

No “ghosting” effect during fixing 

High penetration of the ink for a better 
double-side effect

Packaging 10 kg

Colors within 
the range



     The in-line heat fixing (calender/ flat press or oven) is 
normally used for “soft signage” and “carpet”. For “fashion” it is 
better to use vaporizing (steam) since it grants the consistency 
of the polyester hand.

        The disperse dye ink has been developed for direct printing. 
It is recommended to let the product reach operative conditions in 
terms of temperature and humidity at least 24 hours prior to use, 
taking care not to stir it.

Printing 
Process

Why to print with 
disperse dye inks
The high penetration of the ink inside the fiber allows to 
obtain a high color saturation.
Drying speed: this condition is essential to respect the 
timing imposed by the industrial processes

DIRECT PRINTING

DRY HEAT or STEAM* 

STRIP & WASH
          Optional for “soft signage” but fundamental for “fashion” since 
it grants the general fastnesses requested by this market.
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Digital 
DISPERSE 
DYE Inks

PRE-TREATMENT
        To obtain particularly sharp images and a high details’ 
definition, it is necessary to pre-treat the fabric, generally by 
impregnation with a foulard with a squeezing ratio between 80 
and 90%. 
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Often, the above described operations (except for the final washing) are concentrated into one single step, 
thanks to the use of specific plotters, dedicated to the textile industry, which are equipped with specific 
in-line fixing units.

POST-TREATMENT (NON-BINDING)
         The use of special auxiliaries, applied after inkjet printing with 
a foulard, is rare in “soft signage” but very common in the fashion 
industry as it allows to create particular effects and to give a better 
hand to the fabric.
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JK GROUP SPA

Italy
JK GROUP SpA
SP32 Novedratese, 33
22060 Novedrate (CO)
P +39 031 2074400
info@kiiandigital.com

USA
JK GROUP USA Inc.
106 Industrial Park Drive,
Soddy Daisy, TN 37379
P +1 (423) 486 9376

China
KIIAN DIGITAL Inks
(Shanghai) CO.,LTD
6 Fl, Bldg. D, Suite 603, 
New Bund World Trade Center (Phase II)
N. 6, lane 227, Dongyu Road, 
Pudong New District, 
200126 Shanghai, China
P + 86 21 60812890 / 88

www.j-k-group.com


